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Master Plan Scoring Guide 
This project will include three separate grades: one for the meeting notes, one for the blueprint, and 
one for the final product. 

Scoring for the meeting notes:  4 points: 

 Must include a detailed list for all businesses within the community. 

 Must include rationale for each of the businesses listed. 

 Must include a detailed list of businesses (not included) that are available in a neighboring 
community. 

 Must include information regarding the distance and travel time for each of the businesses you 
listed which are provided by a neighboring community. 

 Clearly written, good quality. 

Scoring for the blueprint:  4 points: 

 All information included on the blueprint should be represented through color or symbols. 
(You may use a combination of each) 

 Must include a full layout of the mile square plot, including land that may be vacant. 

 Must include at least one landform (lake, river). 

 Must include a clearly drawn plan representing the infrastructure; roads, railroads, power 
lines, and phone lines. 

 Must include land areas allocated for each of the following zones; residential, Industrial, 
special services, and commons areas. (Refer to instruction sheet for information regarding 
zones). 

 Must include a key containing color used for all of the above information. 

 Clearly written, good quality. 

Scoring for 3-D communities:  4 points: 

 Must be 3-D. 

 Includes all above information; including infrastructure, zoning areas, and buildings. 

 Is a sound design, is neatly constructed, and is good quality. 

 Shows creativity 

The following guide refers to scoring on each of the above assignments. 

3 Points 2 Points 1 Point 

Has all elements for 4 points, 
but details are missing 
and/or quality is not good. 

Is missing a couple of the 
required elements and/or 
quality is poor. 

Has several missing 
elements and is 
poor quality. 
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